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ABSTRACT: In recent years, two-dimensional magnetic materials have attracted a lot
of attention due to their unique magnetic properties, which can be manipulated by
various degrees of freedom in a van der Waals stacked heterostructure, where different
interlayer stackings affect the properties in different ways by exploiting weak interlayer
interactions. An interesting example is CrI3, where the interlayer magnetic coupling can
be determined by the stacking sequence. Here we present a systematic study of the
magnetic properties of monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer CrI3 by using density functional
theory and Monte Carlo simulations. The effects of different stacking sequences and
the number of layers on the magnetic interaction in multilayer CrI3 have been critically
analyzed. We have found that the antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling occurs with
specific interlayer shifting, while intralayer exchange interactions increase with the
number of layers. It is noteworthy that interlayer interactions are independent of the
number of layers, whereas the magnetic ordering temperature rises with the increasing
number of layers. Moreover, we present the Curie temperatures obtained from Monte Carlo simulations and adiabatic magnon
spectra for all the stacking sequences considered here.

■ INTRODUCTION

Theoretically, two-dimensional (2D) magnetic materials
should not exist at a finite temperature due to the celebrated
Mermin-Wagner theorem,1 which tells us that the long-range
magnetic order at any finite temperature will be completely
destroyed by thermal spin fluctuations. However, this
theoretical prediction is based on a 2D isotropic Heisenberg
model, and when there is magnetic anisotropy, the restriction
is removed, so there could be 2D Ising ferromagnetism. The
family of layered metal halides2 has varied magnetic states,
including spin liquids,3 ultrathin insulating multiferroics,4 and
ferromagnets and offer an enormous possibility to explore two-
dimensional magnetism from the extraction of one or few
monolayers. CrI3 is a good example of such a material. In this
regard, data driven materials discovery has played a very
important role in predicting new 2D magnetic materials
utilizing density functional theory and machine learning
approaches.5

The bulk phase of CrI3
6 is a ferromagnet with out-of-plane

spin orientation and a Curie temperature of 61 K. In 2017, a
single atomic layer of CrI3 was exfoliated from bulk crystal7

and it was found to have a Curie temperature of 45 K as well as
out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization. Theoretical analysis
has been carried out on the ferromagnetic ground state of
monolayer CrI3, for example, Kashin et al.8 found that the
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor exchange parame-
ters play a dominant role, and there is a competition between

exchange parameters from different orbitals, which is mainly
dependent on the orbital occupation. Very recently, Kvashnin
et al.9 have shown the importance of relativistic exchange
interactions in bulk and monolayer Cr-halides. Regarding
multilayered CrI3, both experiments and theories have revealed
that the interlayer ground state magnetic configuration of
multilayer CrI3 is dependent on the external environment, such
as magnetic field10 and external pressure.11. Further studies
have shown that different stacking sequences determine the
magnetic ground state,12−16 which indicates that it is possible
to tune the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states of
bilayer CrI3 by changing the stacking sequence. Until now, few
studies have investigated inter- and intralayer magnetic
interactions by analyzing orbitally decomposed exchange
parameters for a different number of layers and different
stacking sequences.
In this paper, we systematically analyzed the interlayer

magnetic interactions of bilayer and trilayer structures and
obtained the dependence of the lateral shift of neighboring
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layers on the magnetic interlayer interactions. Moreover, we
observed the pattern of magnetic exchange parameters as a
function of number of layers: first, the intralayer exchange
parameters increase with the number of layers changing from a
single layer to a trilayer; second, the interlayer exchange
parameters have different values depending on the way of
interlayer shifting, and they are relatively independent with
respect to the number of layers. In addition, we used the
calculated magnetic exchange parameters to further calculate
the variation of Curie temperature with an increasing number
of CrI3 layers. A trend consistent with the experiments has
been obtained.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our computational approach is based on first-principles
electronic structure calculations within density functional
theory (DFT).17 We first performed a full structural relaxation
through the projector augmented wave (PAW) method,18,19 as
implemented in the VASP code.20 The plane-wave energy
cutoff was set to 450 eV, and the forces on the atoms were

minimized to 0.001 eV/Å. The k-integration in the Brillouin
zone was performed using 8 × 8 × 1 points for geometry
optimization and 12 × 12 × 1 points for self-consistent
calculations. The TS-correction on PBE (DFT-TS) for van der
Waals interaction was used in our geometry optimization as
suggested in ref 16. The optimized structure was used as an
input for the calculations of interatomic exchange parameters
Jijs by means of the magnetic force theorem (MFT)21 using
full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) code
RSPt.22 To describe the exchange-correlation effects, we use
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)23 augmented
by the Hubbard-U corrections (GGA+U)24,25 with a Ueff value
of 3 eV for the Cr-d electrons. Finally, we used the extracted Jijs
to calculate the magnetic ordering temperatures by classical
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with a Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian as implemented in the UppASD code.26 In our
simulation, the system size ranged from 10 × 10 × 1 to 20
× 20 × 1 with periodic boundary conditions, and five
ensembles were used to properly average the properties.

Figure 1. (a) CrI6 octahedron and (b) schematic view of intralayer exchange parameters in monolayer CrI3.

Figure 2. Cr lattice of bilayer CrI3. (a, d) AA; (b, e) AB; (c, f) AB′. Blue and cyan balls represent Cr atoms in the bottom and top layer. Red arrows
in (b) and (c) indicate the direction of lateral shift. Arrows in (d), (e), and (f) represent examples of the first and second nearest Cr−Cr pairs.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Properties and Electronic Structure. In
monolayer CrI3, the magnetic Cr ions form a honeycomb
lattice, with each Cr atom coordinated by six I atoms that form
a distorted edge-sharing octahedron. The point group of the
monolayer CrI3 is D3d. The distorted octahedron and the Cr
honeycomb lattices are shown in Figure 1.
Bulk CrI3 forms a layered structure with monolayers

separated by the vdW gap. Bulk CrI3 has a low-temperature
(below 210 K) phase with space group R3̅ and a room-
temperature phase with space group C2/m. The low-
temperature phase has an ABC stacking with each layer
laterally shifted by [−1/3, 1/3] in fractional coordinates with
respect to the lower neighboring layer. The high-temperature
phase is associated with a relative shift of [1/3, 0]. Thus, both
R3̅ and C2/m phases have an ABC stacking sequence. To
distinguish the two cases, we refer to the R3̅ phase as the ABC-
stacking sequence and the C2/m phase as the AB′C′-stacking
sequence. For structural models of bilayer CrI3, we built
structures with AB and AB′ stacking sequences according to
the lateral shift mentioned above. For comparison, we also
built an AA stacked structure by putting a single layer CrI3 on
top of lower neighboring layer. The Cr lattices for these three
structures are shown in Figure 2. For structural models of
trilayer CrI3, we built nine different structures based on three
basic combinations that come from our structural models for
bilayer CrI3. The Cr lattices are shown in Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information.
First, we performed geometry optimization for all of these

structures, and for multilayer models, we did simulations with
different interlayer magnetic orders. The calculated relative
energies are shown in Tables 1 and 2. For monolayer CrI3, as

shown in Figure 1a, there are three different I−Cr−I bond
angles due to the distorted octahedron. Detailed structural data
are provided in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
For the bilayer CrI3, we note that while AB-stacking is at the

global minimum, the energy of AB′-stacking is comparable to
that of the AB-stacking. Hence, it is conceivable that the
bilayer exfoliated at room-temperature may become kinetically
trapped in AB′-stacking. It should be noted that the AB-
stacking strongly prefers a FM coupling across the layers, while
AB′-stacking is at the phase boundary between FM and AFM,
but still in the domain of interlayer AFM coupling. Therefore,
the dependence on the stacking order becomes obvious. For
each trilayer CrI3 structure, there are four different possible

interlayer magnetic orderings. The relative energies are shown
in Table 2. The global minimum occurs for the ABC stacking
with FM interlayer magnetic ordering, which is consistent with
the experimental observation at a low temperature. The second
lowest energy state belongs to the ABC′ staking with up−up−
down spin configuration. The third lowest energy state occurs
for the AB′C′ stacking with up−down−up magnetic ordering,
which is the high-temperature phase in experiment. These
results are expected according to the results from bilayer CrI3:
whenever there is a [1/3, 0] lateral shift between neighboring
layers, the AFM ordering is preferred.

Electronic Structure. Cr3+ ion has an electronic
configuration of 3d3. In the octahedral environment, Cr d
orbitals split into a set of three low energy t2g orbitals, and two
higher energy eg orbitals. Therefore, according to Hund’s rule,
the three electrons occupying the t2g triplet will have S = 3/2,
which gives an atomic magnetic moment of 3 μB. This picture
is consistent with the observed saturation magnetization of
bulk CrI3. The calculated Cr spin magnetic moment in all the
CrI3 structures is ∼3.3 μB, being in good agreement with the
experimental value.6 Interestingly, there is also a small induced
magnetic moment (0.14 μB) on the I atom, which is
antiparallel to that of the Cr magnetic moment. All these
results in a total magnetic moment of 3.00 μB/f.u. for all the
structures. As shown in the data of orbital occupation (Table
3), three t2g orbitals of the spin-up channel are almost fully

occupied (2.79), and because of the strong hybridization
between Cr d orbital and I p orbital, there is 0.86 electron at
the eg orbitals.
In Figure 3, we show the spin-resolved band structures with

relative contribution of I 2p shell and Cr 3d shell, indicated by
the size of the circles. For both spin channels, the energy
regions around the valence band maximum are dominated by I
p orbitals, whereas the conduction band minimum is
dominated by less dispersive Cr d orbitals. Also, it is seen
that the energy gap in the spin down channel is bigger than the
spin-up channel in this direct band gap semiconductor. The
orbitally resolved band structures for other cases are shown in
the Supporting Information. All the multilayered structures are
observed to be direct band gap semiconductors.
As mentioned earlier, one of the important characteristic

features of 2D magnets is the magnetic anisotropy. From the
calculations of Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy Energy (MAE)

Table 1. Energies Relative to the Ground State (Shown in
Bold) for the Bilayer CrI3, meV per Unit Cella

AA AB AB′
↑↓ 49.6 8.9 5.4
↑↑ 47.7 0.0 5.5

aThe closely lying energies are also indicated in bold.

Table 2. Energies Relative to the Ground State (Shown in Bold) for the Trilayer CrI3, meV per Unit Cell

AAA AAB AAB′ ABB ABC ABC′ AB′B′ AB′C AB′C′
↑↑↑ 96.6 47.8 53.5 47.6 0.0 5.1 53.4 5.0 10.8
↑↓↓ 98.7 49.8 55.5 56.8 8.9 14.2 53.2 4.9 10.5
↑↓↑ 100.7 58.8 55.2 58.8 17.9 14.0 55.2 13.9 10.4
↑↑↓ 98.7 56.9 53.3 49.7 8.8 4.9 55.4 14.0 10.6

Table 3. Calculated Orbital-Resolved Electron Occupations
and Magnetic Moments for CrI3 Monolayera

orbital N↑ N↓ M

t2g 2.79 0.06 2.73
eg 0.86 0.28 0.58
d 3.65 0.34 3.31

a↑ and ↓ denote the up and down spins, respectively. The eg and t2g
states are defined in each atomic local axis, unit in eV.
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taking into account spin−orbit coupling, we observe that the
easy magnetization direction is always along the z axis in
agreement with experimental observations. Our calculated
orbital moments are 0.07 and 0.06 μB for in-plane and out-of-
plane magnetization directions, respectively. Figure 4 shows

that the MAEs are large, and do not vary much with film
thickness. Besides that, as we can see from the MAE results of
AB′, ABC′, and AB′C′ structures, whenever a [1/3, 0] lateral
shift occurs, the magnetic anisotropy energies along [100] and
[010] direction are no longer equivalent due to further
symmetry breaking.
Interatomic Exchange Parameters. The calculated

interatomic exchange interactions in CrI3 monolayer, including
total and orbital decomposed, are presented in Figure 5a. The
first two nearest Cr−Cr pairs significantly contribute to the FM
state, the values being 1.020 and 0.544 meV, respectively. In

contrast, the longer-ranged interactions (Rij/a > 3) are
negligibly small due to the presence of a semiconducting gap
in both spin channels. The dominant contribution comes from
FM eg−t2g channels. The eg−eg and t2g−t2g orbital interactions
are AFM, but the difference is that these two interactions
decrease drastically so that the second nearest-neighbor
couplings contributed by these two channels are almost zero.
As Cr is trivalent and in an octahedral environment and the

Cr−I−Cr angle is close to 90°, hopping of the form t2g−t2g is
prohibited for FM alignment, whereas this is allowed for AFM
alignment; therefore, the t2g−t2g hybridization leads to an AFM
configuration. On the other hand, hopping of the form t2g−eg
leads to an exchange coupling that is FM because of the local
Hund’s coupling. This intralayer FM coupling is through a FM
Cr−I−Cr superexchange, in which the Cr−I−Cr bond angle
(93°) approaches 90°. It is remarkable that eg orbitals play an
important role, which should be magnetically inactive in the
pure ionic picture of Cr3+. This is also understandable as
shown in Table 3, the eg states carry sizable moments due to
the hybridization with I p orbitals. This detailed microscopic
information provides unique insights into the understanding
the magnetism of this material.
Compared to the data of Jij for each Cr−Cr pair, a more

intuitive approach would be to plot a figure by summing all the
Jij pairs reflecting the corresponding coordination number. For
a Cr atom in monolayer CrI3, there are three first-neighbor and
six second-neighbor couplings for which the summed up Jijs are
shown in Figure 5b. It is observed that the FM contribution of
the second nearest neighbor is even larger than that of the first
nearest neighbor (J1 = 3.075 meV and J2 = 3.293 meV,
respectively)
It is worth noting that, for the multilayer stacked CrI3, the

stacking affects the intralayer Jij. The results for the bilayer

Figure 3. Spin and orbital resolved band structure and density of states of CrI3 monolayer. The size of circles in the band structure is proportional
to the weight of the respective orbital. In each panel, the dashed line at zero energy indicates the Fermi level.

Figure 4. Calculated MAEs obtained from the total energy differences
for different stacking sequences.

Figure 5. Intralayer exchange parameters (a) (total and orbitally resolved) of monolayer CrI3 for each pair, (b) summed over all neighboring pairs
of monolayer CrI3 and (c) summed over all neighboring pairs for bilayer structures with different stackings. Positive number indicates FM
contribution, and negative means AFM.
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structures are shown in Figure 5c for different stacking
sequences. The summed first nearest exchange parameter (J1)
has increased from 3.075 to 3.837, 4.055, and 3.878 meV for
AA, AB′, and AB stacking, respectively. The summed second
nearest neighbor coupling has decreased from 3.293 to 2.993
meV.
Now we discuss the interlayer exchange couplings for

different stacking sequences in bilayer structures. Due to the
change of hopping routes as well as the different numbers of
neighboring sites, the orbital interaction profile is notably
different in three structures. For the ground state bilayer CrI3
(AB stacking with FM interlayer magnetic ordering), the
calculated interlayer coupling is FM; there is one nearest, nine
next-nearest, and 12 third-nearest couplings. These results are
shown in Figure 6b. The nearest neighbor J1 and the second
neighbor J2 are both FM, whereas the long-range interactions
(Jn > 3) are negligibly small. The dominant contribution comes
from FM eg−t2g channels. The eg−eg and t2g−t2g orbital
interactions are AFM but significantly weaker. For the
second-lowest energy state (AB′ stacking), the calculated
interlayer coupling is AFM. There are four nearest, four next-
nearest, and eight third-nearest neighbor couplings. The
nearest neighbor J1 is FM, but interestingly, the second and
the third nearest neighbor interactions are AFM. We
investigated the orbitally decomposed exchange parameters,
although the eg−t2g interactions of J2 are still FM, but
significantly weaker. As a result, J2 becomes AFM in the AB′
stacked structure. It is also noted that coupling for the third-
nearest neighbors (J3) is sizable when we compare it to the J2,
this bigger magnitude is largely due to the enhanced AFM
coupling of the eg−eg channel.
For the sake of comparison, we also looked at the AA

stacked bilayer CrI3. The calculated interlayer coupling is FM.
There are two nearest, six next-nearest, and 12 third-nearest
neighbor couplings for each Cr atom. The changing trend of
Jtotal and also three orbitally resolved channels is the same as
the trend in AB-stacked CrI3. The difference is that there the
values are smaller in the eg−t2g channel due to different
hopping routes. Microscopically, the magnetic interaction and
the ground-state spin order of bilayer CrI3 can be understood
from the competition and the cooperation of FM Jeg−t2g, AFM

Jeg−eg, and AFM Jt2g−t2g couplings. A lateral shift of one
monolayer with respect to the other breaks the interlayer
hybridization between I p states and generates new ones.
It is interesting when we investigate results from the trilayer

CrI3. These are presented in the Supporting Information. As
shown in Figure S4, the first nearest-neighbor intralayer
exchange coupling has increased for three trilayer structures,
but there are two things that are different from the changes

that happened in bilayer CrI3. First, the two Cr atoms, which
are in the same layer, are not equivalent anymore, as shown in
the values of exchange parameters. Second, the exchange
parameters of the layer in the middle have increased more than
other layers. J1 has increased to 4.708, 4.544, and 4.368 meV
for ABC, ABC′, and AB′C′, respectively (compared to 3.075
meV for the CrI3 monolayer). Interlayer exchange parameters
of trilayer CrI3 are shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting
Information for ABC stacking. It can be seen that the values of
the interlayer exchange parameters are the same for all AB-like
stacking structures and do not change with increasing numbers
of layers. For the AB′-type stacking structure, there is only a
subtle change in the values. Compared to the intralayer
exchange parameters, the interlayer exchange coupling is rather
weak. That is because two successive hoppings (Cr−I−I−Cr)
are required for the magnetic interaction of this 2D vdW
material. It suggests that a much weaker interlayer coupling
allows the magnetism to be more feasibly tuned.
Calculated magnetic ordering temperatures from Monte

Carlo simulations are shown in Figure 7. As the number of

layers increases, the magnetic ordering temperature increases.
This trend is obvious for the three ground-state structures. For
the monolayer structure, the bilayer structure with AB stacking,
and the trilayer structure with ABC stacking, the calculated
Curie temperatures are 28.0, 41.0, and 47.2 K, respectively.
This is consistent with the experimentally observed Curie
temperatures of monolayer and bulk CrI3 as 45 and 61 K,
respectively. In addition, there is an effect of different stacking
order on the magnetic ordering temperature. The structures
with purely AB-like stacking (AB and ABC in Figure 7) have
the highest Curie temperature, while the presence of AB′-like
stacking (AB′, ABC′, and AB′C′ in Figure 7) results in a slight
decrease in the ordering temperature. This can be explained by
the stronger second-nearest neighbor FM coupling in AB-like
stacked structures.

Figure 6. Interlayer exchange parameters (summed over neighbors) of bilayer CrI3 with different stacking sequences: AA (a), AB (b), and AB′ (c).

Figure 7. Magnetic ordering temperatures of monolayer (A), bilayer
(AA, AB, AB′), and trilayer (ABC, ABC′, AB′C′) CrI3.
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We have also calculated the adiabatic magnon dispersion for
monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer. They are shown in Figure 8 for
the ground state ferromagnetic structures. Some general
features can be observed. First, in all the cases there is a finite
gap in the acoustic magnon mode at the Γ point. The values of
the energy gaps are between 2.61 and 2.88 meV, which are
directly related to the values of MAE. It also implies that the
acoustic magnon properties are determined by out-of-plane
magnetic anisotropy, which is consistent with the experimental
result.27 Second the quadratic dependence of magnon
dispersion indicates a ferromagnetic ordering. For the
monolayer case, the two branches become degenerate at the
K point. This is also observed in the bilayer case. The number
of branches is dictated by the number of Cr atoms in the unit
cell. Therefore, the monolayer, bilayer and trilayer have 2, 4,
and 6 branches of which some of them are degenerate.
Furthermore, in the bilayer and trilayer structures, there are
optical magnon modes at around 15 meV, which is also
consistent with the observation in experiment.27 It is also seen
that the high frequency branches are less dispersive than the
low frequency ones. The results for the metastable structures
are shown in Figure 9. Interestingly, for structures which have
lateral shift equals to [−1/3, 0], such as AB′, ABC′, and AB′C′
stacking in Figure 9b−d, there is softening of one magnon
branch around the Γ point, which might indicate magnetic
instability in these structures.

■ CONCLUSION

To summarize, we systematically investigated the magnetic
interactions in monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer CrI3. For each

stacking order, the ground state magnetic structure is
determined by the competition between different orbital-
dependent AFM and FM exchange interactions. We found that
with two different lateral shifts, two magnetic interactions
occur. These findings are consistent with the experimental
results. The thickness of CrI3 multilayer affects intralayer
exchange interaction, while the intralayer exchange is more or
less independent of it. Due to stronger eg−t2g interaction
channels, the intralayer nearest neighbor exchange interactions
(which is FM) increase with the increase in the number of
stacked layers. Furthermore, as the result of these increased
intralayer exchange couplings and extra interlayer interactions,
the Curie temperature of the material increases as the number
of layers increases. This result is consistent with the
experimental results.
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